Asymptomatic carotid plaque rupture with unexpected thrombosis over a non-canonical vulnerable lesion
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

\textbf{Objective:} Several studies have demonstrated that carotid plaque rupture and thrombosis represent the most important factors correlated with the onset of acute cerebrovascular symptoms. Nevertheless, ruptured thrombotic plaques have been described also in asymptomatic patients. What still needs to be clarified is why a plaque rupture leads either to an acute ischemic syndrome or, in a minor group of patients, remains asymptomatic. The purpose of this study was to systematically compare the histologic features of thrombotic plaques both in asymptomatic and symptomatic patients in order to identify specific findings that could explain the peculiar clinical behavior that characterizes each of the clinical settings.

\textbf{Methods:} A total of 157 thrombotic plaques from 60 asymptomatic patients and 97 with major stroke who consecutively underwent CEA were serially sectioned and studied by histology.

\textbf{Results:} A minute cap disruption very frequently characterizes thrombotic plaques of asymptomatic patients and it was always smaller than large ulcers observed in thrombotic symptomatic plaques (651 ± 687 μm vs. 4150 ± 3526, \(p = 0.001\)). In asymptomatics this typical feature was associated with fewer inflammatory cells (20.1 ± 8.8 vs. 33.9 ± 26.1 cells per hpf, \(p = 0.001\)), smaller lipidic–necrotic core (33.9\% ± 2.9\% vs. 42.0\% ± 2.4\%; \(p = 0.04\)) and larger calcification (16.2 ± 12.8\% vs. 8.1 ± 12.2\%, \(p = 0.02\)). Symptomatic patients with thrombotic plaques showed higher incidence of metabolic syndrome (\(p = 0.002\)) and moderate-high Framingham risk scores (\(p = 0.001\)) comparing to asymptomatic individuals.

\textbf{Conclusion:} The transformation from a stable to a vulnerable plaque is a gradual process in the natural history of the disease and plaque rupture is an event not necessarily occurring at a late phase but also at earlier one. In this case, the rupture will be most likely smaller and clinically asymptomatic.

© 2011 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The importance of carotid atherosclerosis and related thromboembolic occlusion of a large artery tributary of the brain in the pathogenesis of ischemia and cerebral infarction has been acknowledged for many years [1–4]. Although the grade of stenosis due to a plaque encroaching the lumen constitutes the major criterion to identify subgroups of patients at high risk of stroke [5,6], results from several studies suggest that plaque rupture and thrombosis represent the most important factor correlated with the onset of symptoms [1,3]. In a previous study, we observed a ruptured and thrombotic plaque in 74% of patients with ipsilateral stroke and in 100% of patients treated within 2 months from symptoms onset [1]. This strong correlation between the plaque thrombosis and an acute cerebrovascular disease has been confirmed by other morphologic and imaging-based studies [7,8]. Thus, these data suggest that 2 types of carotid artery disease can occur: one stable form, unlikely to produce symptomatic embolization or carotid occlusion, and a second, unstable form at high risk of embolization or carotid occlusion, the latter is not necessarily being more stenotic.

Many efforts have been recently made using non-invasive techniques [8–12] for identifying plaques at high risk of disruption leading to thrombosis, generally defined as “vulnerable plaques”...
[13,14]. These latter lesions are characterized by a large necrotic core with an overlying thin cap rich in inflammatory cells. Unlike the stable plaque which shows a chronic inflammatory infiltrate, both vulnerable and ruptured plaques are characterized by a chronic “active” inflammation [15].

Ruptured plaques have been also described in asymptomatic patients. While ruptured symptomatic plaques have been widely examined, only few data are available on asymptomatic ruptures. What still needs to be clarified is why a plaque rupture can lead to an acute ischemic syndrome or, alternatively, in a minor group of patients, remain asymptomatic.

The aim of this study was to systematically compare the histologic features of thrombotic plaques both in asymptomatic and symptomatic patients in order to identify specific findings that could explain the peculiar clinical behavior that characterizes each of the clinical settings.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Selection of cases

From the 486 consecutive carotid endarterectomies present in our database – The Interinstitutional Carotid Tissue Bank [1] – and collected from 2006 to 2010, a total of 157 thrombotic plaques from 60 asymptomatic patients and 97 with major stroke formed the basis of the study. A routine pre-operative evaluation in all patients included: clinical assessment of risk factor profile, a cerebral CT scan study, a selective angiographic examination of extra and intracranial carotid arteries and their branches.

Major stroke was defined as a clinical syndrome characterized by rapidly developing focal or at times global symptoms without significant clinical improvement within 7 days in the distribution of symptomatic carotid artery, not hemorrhagic and with no cause other than vascular origin, assessed by brain CT study as a cortical or deep white matter or basal ganglia lesion bigger than 1 cm [1]. Asymptomatic patients had never suffered from neurological symptoms and had no cerebral lesions assessed by CT.

The time interval between symptom onset and CEA in stroke patients was from 1 to 6 months. Aspirin was administered to all patients prior to surgery.

The study was approved by the institutional review boards and all patients gave consent for entry into the study. Histopathologic examination was performed in the pathology core lab of the University of Rome Tor Vergata by three different pathologists (AM, FS, LGS) blinded to the clinical data.

2.2. Histologic sampling and light microscopy

Carotid plaques were removed en bloc during surgery to entirely preserve plaque structure. Surgical samples were fixed for 24 h in 10% buffered formalin immediately upon removal. The specimens were sectioned transversally every 5 mm and paraffin embedded. Haematoxylin–eosin and Movat pentachrome stains were performed for morphological study. Each segment was sequentially numbered to reconstruct the entire plaque length. For each plaque, three to ten sections were examined according to the plaque length (mean 5 sections per specimen).

The presence of acute thrombosis, cap rupture or erosion, minimum cap thickness, cross-sectional area of the lipidic–necrotic core, intraplaque hemorrhage and calcification were evaluated per each plaque. The inflammatory infiltrate was also studied using the following monoclonal antibodies: CD68 (anti human macrophages; Dakopatts, Denmark), CD163 (anti M2 macrophages, Novocastra Leica, United Kingdom) and CD3 (anti-human T cell; Dakopatts) monoclonal antibodies.

An ultrastructural study was also performed in selected cases. Tissue samples were postfixed in 1% phosphate-buffered osmium and embedded in epoxy resin (Epon 812). Ultrathin sections were examined by means of Hitachi H-7100FA electron microscope.

2.3. Atherosclerotic plaque types and histologic definitions

Plaques were classified, according to the modified American Heart Association (AHA) atherosclerosis classification [14] into thrombotic and non-thrombotic.

Thrombotic plaques were characterized by the presence of an acute thrombus associated to plaque rupture, erosion or calcified nodule. Plaque rupture was defined by an area of fibrous cap disruption whereby the overlying acute thrombus was in continuity with the underlying necrotic core [14]. Ruptures were further classified into two subgroups according to their dimension: (a) ≤1 mm (also called fissure) and (b) >1 mm (called ulceration). Plaque erosion was identified when serial sectioning of a thrombosed arterial segment failed to reveal fibrous cap rupture [14]. Calcified nodule referred to a lesion with luminal thrombus associated with an eruptive, dense area of calcium and underlying calcific plate [14]. Some plaques were classified as thrombically active (TAP) if an acute thrombus was present over an organized or an organizing thrombus [1].

Non-thrombotic plaques included vulnerable plaques or thin cap fibroatheromata, fibrous cap atheromata, fibrocalcific lesions and healed plaque ruptures.

As vulnerability criteria for carotid plaque the presence of a thin fibrous cap (<165 μm), heavily infiltrated by macrophages (>25 cells per high power field – hpf, done at a magnification of ×600 using a test grid with an area of 0.22 mm²) associated to a large lipidic core (30–40% of plaque area) were considered [13,16].

2.4. Risk factors

The following risk factors were evaluated: hypertension, diabetes mellitus, cigarette smoking (former smokers who had stopped smoking for <5 years were considered as smokers and patients who had not smoked for >5 years were considered as non-smokers), hypercholesterolemia, elevated triglyceridemia (TG), low HDL-cholesterol (HDL-C), abdominal obesity (patients with a waist circumference ≥102 cm in men or ≥88 cm in women [5]). In addition, we evaluated the presence of metabolic syndrome and the Framingham risk score [17]. The metabolic syndrome was defined, according to the scientific statement from the AHA and the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) [18], if any 3 of the following 5 abnormalities were present: (1) elevated waist circumference, (2) elevated TG, (3) elevated blood pressure (BP) (≥130 mmHg systolic BP or ≥85 mmHg diastolic BP or drug treatment), (4) elevated fasting glucose (>100 mg/dL or drug treatment), and (5) low HDL-C. The Framingham risk score [17] was calculated utilizing an algorithm which includes age, gender, smoking status, presence of diabetes as dichotomous parameters, as well as total cholesterol, HDL-C, diastolic and systolic BP using the categories defined in the Framingham equation.

2.5. Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed by SPSS 13.0 (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) software. Continuous and categorical variables are expressed as mean ± SD and as frequency values and proportions, respectively. Pearson’s chi-square test was utilized to assess possible differences of dichotomous variables between plaques of the various groups examined. The means of normally distributed data were compared with Student’s t test. In the other cases the groups were compared with Mann–Whitney’s U test. Multivariate analy-
sis using stepwise logistic regression (using the “enter” method for variable selection) was utilized to identify independent risk factors which significantly correlate with plaque thrombosis. Receiver operating characteristic curves (ROC; for ulcer size, number of inflammatory cells, lipidic–necrotic core % size, and calcification % size) with corresponding area under the curve (AUC) have been evaluated to describe the optimal cut-offs for distinction between asymptomatic and symptomatic plaques. In addition, the AUCs of ROCs from different plaque features were compared according to Vergara et al. [19]. The ROC curves provided several cutoff points to show the trade-off between sensitivity and specificity at different cutoff values. Sensitivity and specificity values were calculated with confidence interval analysis according to the Wilson method. A probability value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Thrombotic plaque characteristics

Out of 157 thrombotic plaques, 95 (38 asymptomatic patients and 57 with stroke) showed an acute thrombosis, while in the remaining 62 plaques an organizing thrombus (TAP) was found (Table 1). The incidence of thrombosis was significantly higher in patients affected by stroke, compared to asymptomatic patients (\(p = 0.02\)). The degree of luminal narrowing of the thrombotic segment was significantly lower in asymptomatic than in symptomatic patients (58.1 ± 11.9% vs. 68.0 ± 12.8%, \(p = 0.01\), Table 1). In about 90% of asymptomatic patients thrombosis was found in segments with <70% stenosis.

In 24 out of 38 asymptomatic patients with acute thrombosis (63.1%) a ruptured plaque was found. It is noteworthy that asymptomatic plaque ruptures were significantly smaller than those found in stroke patients (651 ± 687 μm vs. 4150 ± 3526 respectively, \(p = 0.001\)) (Fig. 1). In fact, in 20 out of 24 cases the rupture was characterized by only a small fissure (<1 mm).

Moreover 10.5% of asymptomatic patients (4/38) showed a plaque erosion associated with the presence of scattered macrophages and numerous mast cells (Fig. 2). In all these cases a calcification underneath the eroded area was observed.

Finally, in 26.3% of asymptomatic patients with thrombotic plaques (10/38) a calcified nodule was present (Fig. 2).

The location of acute thrombotic plaques was in the common carotid in 11 cases (11.6%, 5 asymptomatic and 6 symptomatic), at level of bifurcation in 59 (62.1%; 22 asymptomatic and 37 symptomatic) and in the remaining 25 cases in the internal carotid (26.3%, 11 asymptomatic and 14 symptomatic), with no significant differences (\(p = 0.67\)). Moreover, no statistical differences were observed in the incidence of various types of plaques rupture between patients treated and non-treated with statins (\(p = 0.78\)).

3.2. Features of vulnerability

The thickness of fibrous cap near the rupture site in asymptomatic plaques was about twice that of plaques of stroke patients (183.2 ± 67.1 vs. 84.4 ± 38.6, \(p = 0.001\)) and showed a mild macrophagic infiltrate, mainly of M2 phenotype (Fig. 1D). The inflammatory infiltrate in asymptomatic plaques was about half of that observed in symptomatic ones (20.1 ± 7.2 vs. 33.9 ± 14.1 cells × hpf, \(p = 0.001\)).

Asymptomatic ruptured plaques showed also a significantly higher extension of calcification as compared to stroke patients. In fact, the relative area occupied by calcium deposits in asymptomatic ruptured plaques was 16.2 ± 12.8%, while in symptomatic thrombotic lesions it was 8.1 ± 12.2% (\(p = 0.02\)). Similarly, in asymptomatic thrombotic plaques the relative area of lipidic–necrotic core was smaller than that of symptomatic ones (33.9% ± 2.9% vs. 42.0% ± 2.4%; \(p = 0.04\)).

Intraplaque hemorrhage is another finding that we frequently observed both in non-ruptured and in thrombotic plaques of asymptomatic patients. We cannot establish if the hemorrhage is a consequence of the blood flowing from the lumen through the cap rupture or if it represents, on the contrary, the cause of the cap rupture. This latter hypothesis is supported by the observation of many small and thin-walled vessels within the fibrous cap. Moreover, the ultrastructural examination showed that these microvessels lack interendothelial junctions, explaining the fragility of these vascular channels (Fig. 1E and F).

We also constructed ROC curves by plotting sensitivity (the proportion of true-positive results) vs. 1-specificity (the proportion of false-positive results) and determined the corresponding AUC to show the ability of some plaque morphological features to discriminate symptomatic from asymptomatic rupture. Both minimum cap thickness (AUC = 0.90, 95% CI 0.61–1.00) and calcification (AUC = 0.70, 95% CI 0.59–0.81) showed a moderate diagnostic accuracy, AUC being in the interval 0.7–0.9 [20]. The ROC curves also provided several cutoff points to show the tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity at different cutoff values. For minimum cap thickness, the optimal threshold was 122 μm corresponding to 86% sensitivity and 82% specificity, whereas for calcification area the optimal threshold was 7.5% with 65% sensitivity and 72% specificity. Regarding other plaque characteristics the optimal cutoff was 715 μm for ulcer size (sensitivity = 44%, specificity = 86%), 27 cells × hpf for inflammatory infiltrate (sensitivity = 21%, specificity = 56%) and 42.5% for the relative area of lipidic–necrotic core (sensitivity = 50%, specificity = 41%).

In symptomatic plaques no significative correlation was observed between plaque morphologic features and time from symptom onset and endarterectomy.

3.3. Correlation with risk factors

The univariate analysis showed that among the single risk factors only hypertension and low HDL-C were more frequently observed in symptomatic than in asymptomatic patients (\(p = 0.04\) and \(p = 0.02\), respectively) (Table 2). Moreover, symptomatic patients with thrombotic plaques showed higher incidence of metabolic syndrome comparing to asymptomatic individuals (47.4% vs. 15.8% respectively, \(p = 0.002\)). Similarly, moderate-high Framingham risk scores were more common in symptomatic patients (68.4%), while in the asymptomatic group low-medium scores were prevalent (\(p = 0.001\)). Multivariate analysis showed similar results, confirming that metabolic syndrome and Framingham risk score were independent predictive factors for the symptomatic carotid thrombosis.

4. Discussion

Our results demonstrate that asymptomatic ruptures and thrombosis frequently occur in the carotid district. Asymptomatic thrombotic plaques differ from symptomatic ones for the presence of a small disruption of a thicker cap, fewer inflammatory cells mainly represented by M2 type macrophages, smaller lipidic–necrotic core and larger calcification. These features are not completely consistent with the morphological definition of a vulnerable plaque, mainly as regarding cap thickness and amount of inflammatory infiltrate (Table 1).

The present study suggests that carotid plaques could show several levels of vulnerability correlated to different histological features. The acquisition of vulnerability is a gradual process and plaque rupture is an event not necessarily occurring at the end
of the natural history of the disease but also in an earlier phase. The accepted criteria for the definition of a carotid vulnerable plaque are the presence of a thin fibrous cap (<165 μm), heavily infiltrated by macrophages (>25 cells per hpf) associated to a large lipidic core (30–40% of plaque area) [13,16]. This type plaque is at high risk of wide symptomatic ruptures and thrombosis. Our study demonstrates that there are “non canonical” vulnerable plaques characterized by mild inflammation, thicker fibrous cap, that will undergo small asymptomatic ruptures and repair. Prospective studies using imaging methods could determine if a plaque type represents an earlier vs. later stage of vulnerability. Today it is impossible to say whether each patient will progress through different stages of vulnerability. It is possible that asymptomatic patients will always be asymptomatic, and that symptomatic patients never had asymptomatic ruptures.

In asymptomatic lesions the presence of few macrophagic cells, mainly of M2 subtype, as compared to symptomatic plaques, suggests that not only a smaller infiltration, but also a different pattern of inflammation correlate with asymptomatic plaque rupture. It has been established that monocytes, in response to different cytokine pattern and immunological microenvironment, can differentiate in two major subpopulations, referred to as M1 and M2 macrophages. M1 macrophages are considered to promote atherosclerosis development and plaque rupture, secreting cytokines and lytic enzymes involved in the thinning of fibrous cap, while M2 macrophages are expected to inhibit plaque growth and to promote reparative processes, mediating plaque stability [21,22]. Since in asymptomatic plaque ruptures we observed an intense M2 response, it could be hypothesized that in these lesions a reparative response rapidly occurs. Nevertheless we cannot establish if M2 macrophages were already present in the plaque before the rupture occurred or if they were attracted following cap disruption as a consequence of thrombosis and hemorrhage. In fact, it has been recently demonstrated that M2 macrophages are able to bind and clear haemoglobin--haptoglobin complexes from the vessel wall using the scavenger receptor CD163 [23].

Also in asymptomatic erosions we observed a modest inflammatory infiltrate. Nevertheless, several mast cells were found (Fig. 2E and F). It has been demonstrated that subendothelial mast cells, by inducing apoptosis of endothelial cells [24], may induce detachment of endothelium from the cap thus determining plaque erosion.

It has been widely accepted that major coronary and cerebrovascular risk factors increase vascular inflammation, thus mediating plaque instability [16]. Although most risk factors have an independent effect, there may be important interactions between them, amplying their action. Our observation that patients with symptomatic thrombotic plaques, characterized by a greater inflammatory activity, had a significantly higher Framingham risk score as compared to that of asymptomatic individuals, seems to confirm this hypothesis. Similarly, it is not surprising that symptomatic patients with highly inflamed plaques and wide cap ruptures and thrombosis tend to be more frequently affected by metabolic syndrome. Metabolic syndrome is a common and complex disorder combining obesity, dyslipidemia, hypertension and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plaque types</th>
<th>Asymptomatic (60 patients)</th>
<th>Stroke (97 patients)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Acute thrombosis</td>
<td>38 (63.3)</td>
<td>57 (58.8)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fissure (&lt;1 mm)</td>
<td>20 (33.3)</td>
<td>5 (5.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulceration (&gt;1 mm)</td>
<td>4 (6.7)</td>
<td>42 (43.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosion</td>
<td>4 (6.7)</td>
<td>3 (3.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcified nodule</td>
<td>10 (16.6)</td>
<td>7 (7.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Organizing thrombosis</td>
<td>22 (36.7)</td>
<td>40 (41.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rupture dimension (μm ± SD)</td>
<td>651 ± 687</td>
<td>4150 ± 3526</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stenosis of thrombotic segment (% ± SD)</td>
<td>58.1 ± 11.9</td>
<td>68.0 ± 12.8</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features of vulnerability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap thickness (μm ± SD)</td>
<td>183.2 ± 67.1</td>
<td>84.4 ± 38.6</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap macrophagic infiltrate (no. of cells/hpf ± SD)</td>
<td>20.1 ± 7.2</td>
<td>33.9 ± 14.1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipidic–necrotic core (area % ± SD)</td>
<td>33.9 ± 2.9</td>
<td>42.0 ± 2.4</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcification (area % ± SD)</td>
<td>16.2 ± 12.8</td>
<td>8.1 ± 12.2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk factors</th>
<th>Thrombotic plaque</th>
<th>Univariate analysis (p)</th>
<th>Multivariate analysis (p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (±SD)</td>
<td>70.2 ± 7.5</td>
<td>70.1 ± 7.8</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, N (%)</td>
<td>30 (78.9)</td>
<td>47 (82.5)</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>8 (21.1)</td>
<td>10 (17.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension, N (%)</td>
<td>23 (60.5)</td>
<td>47 (82.5)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes, N (%)</td>
<td>5 (13.2)</td>
<td>13 (22.8)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarette smoking, N (%)</td>
<td>21 (55.3)</td>
<td>40 (70.2)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypercholesterolemia, N (%)</td>
<td>23 (60.5)</td>
<td>40 (70.2)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low HDL-C, N (%)</td>
<td>13 (34.2)</td>
<td>35 (61.4)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertriglyceridemia, N (%)</td>
<td>13 (34.2)</td>
<td>29 (50.9)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal obesity, N (%)</td>
<td>4 (10.5)</td>
<td>9 (15.8)</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolic syndrome, N (%)</td>
<td>6 (15.8)</td>
<td>27 (47.4)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framingham risk score, N (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low–medium</td>
<td>26 (68.4)</td>
<td>18 (31.6)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate–high</td>
<td>12 (31.6)</td>
<td>39 (68.4)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In bold statistically significant differences are reported.
Fig. 1. Histopathology of an asymptomatic carotid plaque rupture and thrombosis. Panels A–C: micrographs showing different histologic plaque rupture samples from asymptomatic patients submitted to surgical carotid endarterectomy. Rupture sites (Rup) are characterized by a small disruption (arrow) of the thin fibrous cap with overlying acute thrombus in continuity with necrotic core debris. In the inset a magnification of rupture site is reported with its dimension. In the panel C a large calcification is present under the small cap rupture (A–B: Movat pentachrome stains, 4×; C: Haematoxylin–eosin stain, 2×). Panel D: the fibrous cap near the rupture site showed a mild macrophagic infiltrate, mainly of M2 phenotype, positive to CD163 antibody (10×). Panel E: an intramural hemorrhage associated to the presence of many small and thin-walled vessels within the fibrous cap was frequently observed in plaques of asymptomatic patients. The ultrastructural examination showed that these microvessels lack interendothelial junctions, explaining the fragility of these vascular channels. A magnification of (E) is reported in the Panel F.

Insulin resistance. Hyperinsulinemia and impaired glycaemic control were associated with an increase of in vivo LDL oxidation and inflammation [25,26]. Dyslipidemia, associated with high levels of triglycerides and low HDL concentrations, contributes to a proinflammatory state [27,28]. Moreover, increasing experimental evidences support the hypothesis that also hypertension induces an increment of oxidative stress in the arterial wall, favoring therefore the recruitment of the inflammatory cells [16,29,30].

It is noteworthy that 26.3% of acute thrombosis in asymptomatic patients has been observed in correspondence with a calcified nodule. This kind of lesion has been described in coronary circulation [14] and it is rarely observed in carotids. Subendothelial calcified nodules in asymptomatic patients are usually localized in the context of thin cap plaques and mildly stenotic segments. Both these conditions, according to Laplace law, make these plaques highly susceptible to rupture [13,31]. Moreover, it has to be emphasized
that these calcified nodules, protruding into the vascular lumen, can induce flow disturbances, increase the stiffness and reduce the elasticity of the vessel wall [32].

In our cases, broad calcific plates have been also observed in the other subtypes of asymptomatic thrombotic plaques, such as rupture (Fig. 1C) and erosion (Fig. 2A and B). This finding is only apparently in contradiction with previous data reported in the literature showing that in the carotid the calcium deposition is associated with stable lesions [33,34]. In fact, in our cases symptomatic thrombotic plaques have little calcifications, while wide calcific plates occur in the small asymptomatic plaque ruptures. In conclusion, our results demonstrate that two types of plaque rupture can occur in the carotid, probably related to different pathogenetic mechanisms. When plaque rupture is associated with the onset of an acute cerebrovascular event, a wide cap disruption can be found in the context of a lesion showing the classic features of vulnerable plaque (high active inflammation, thin fibrous cap). On the contrary, when small-sized plaque ruptures occur, those are characterized by mild inflammation, thicker fibrous cap, broad calcification and mural hemorrhage, and are most likely correlated with an increased parietal stress. This rupture is likely to undergo repair and organization. The organization of these small asymptomatic ruptures could represent a frequent mechanism of plaque growth, as suggested by the fact that in 20% of asymptomatic patients a healed lesion has been observed.
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